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Paint by Sticker may be the most exciting new idea in activity books, both for grown-ups and kids. A compelling activity
for crafters and performers, doodlers and colorers of all ages, each Color by Sticker book includes all you need to create
twelve radiant, full-color “s utterly absorbing, both in the pleasure of peeling and sticking and the developing
satisfaction of watching a “” As in paint-by-amount, each template is divided into dozens of spaces, each with lots that
corresponds to a specific sticker. The original images are rendered in low-poly, a computer images style using geometric
polygon designs to create a 3D effect. Discover the sticker, peel it, and stick it in the right space.Weird Al"painting”s an
activity that’paintings.it all’ come to life, emerging from a set black-and-white illustration to a dazzling image with
color, body, and spirit.Paint by Sticker: Music Icons brings us face-to-face with Elvis, The Beatles, Beyoncé, David Bowie,
Cher, Prince, Michael Jackson, Kurt Cobain, Madonna, Nina Simone, Dolly Parton, and " Add the next, and the next, and
the following— Yankovic.
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  No matter who your favorite musicians and performers are, you're sure to be incredibly impressed with this one if you
possess an over-all affinity for music as I do. I've never had a page rip while tearing it out. It is very relaxing to basically
peel and stick and see a colourful picture emerge before your eyes. And it's fun. I've purchased three so far, and each
one is exclusive in it's own particular way.I did have to deduct one star because occasionally the stickers are tough to
remove as some of the cuts are not complete, evoking the sticker to rip (see attached photo for instance). But I did so
find a good solution. The Cher picture makes her appear to be a Medusa, and Dolly Parton's picture is definitely
unrecognizable as her, but the others are good. Five Stars Fun if you want busy work. Great activity, but issues with this
series...? Having said that, now that various other sticker by number items have come out, that one I had problems with
the stickers not really completely having the ability to be removed (so they rip) and there appears to be more space
between your stickers that shows no matter how cautious you are. Helps it be a little disappointing with such great
photos. Still fun but would like them to repair these issues before buying any additional in series they publish. Music
lovers NEED this! I haven't in fact started this publication yet since I literally just purchased it. But I've appeared
through it, and I can just tell it will end up being amazing. The stickers are smaller than I expected, which means this
appears like something I'll have to be very.... teens which is by far one of their favorite activities..on the subject of. But I
think marketing campaign results will be fantastic! Personally i think this is a MUST OWN for music fans such as myself.
This publication has great variety with regards to the performers - pop, rock, R&B.Hint: Use an exacto knife or sharp box
cutter to remove difficult stickers I really love this particular book series. I highly urge music fans to either a) buy it for
yourself or b) add it to your holiday present list. Very enjoyable, with only minor frustrations I have several of the "Color
By Sticker" books and I'm really enjoying them. I paint aswell, and it's really interesting to observe how effective a
block of highlight/shadow can be. My favorites in the publication have already been Madonna and David Bowie. In case
you have an exacto knife, or perhaps a sharp box cutter, simply run it lightly across the edges of the problematic
stickers, and they will pop right out. Small complaints:1. There was a little misprint but other than that I am so
pleased!2. Another great tip is to work from the outside in! . It had more than 100 stickers in one section, with the black
figures printed on a reasonably dark background.Overall, I recommend this. It's portable, needs no additional items, and
there is no prep or cleanup. The book is very sturdy, so you don't need anything hard to press down on (I often do it in
my own lap), and the web pages (stickers and images) are perforated, and very easy to remove. Another great sticker
reserve, though the original is better The Bowie, Michael Jackson and Prince photos are by far the best ones here. Others
are fun because it's stickers, and stickers are relaxing for some people like coloring. Other people take coloring in the
lines super seriously, so you might actually get stressed out by something like this. I'm giving it 4 stars because I do like
the original publication better when it comes to its quality of images, but I understand folks are probably harder to get
"ideal." Dolly Parton and Cher simply look weird in this, though, imo. Beyonce is OK. Disappointing quality If its a sticker
book, and the stickers are not cut well so they tear when trying to eliminate from the backing, that's kind of a fail. Why
will be the stickers not fitting in the picture? Not really serene or relaxing at all. I don't want to have to use some type
of sharp to pull off stickers therefore they don't tear. Upgrade: well, I added a star because its still just about fun.
Stickers carry out t all fit I love this reserve of pop icons and have done all the prior books. The only cause I gave it 4
instead of 5 stars is because the stickers aren't all cut to match the spaces and I'm having to improvise by trimming
edges etc to fill up the gaps. I've carried out it on other books as well but this was may be the most severe for that. That
being said, it's still a fun hobby and book! It's perfect as the individual pages can . This is my second time buying a book
out of this brand. I use tweezers to eliminate and place the items. A few of the stickers aren't completely cut, that is
pretty frustrating. I love it! I’m 19 and these help me therefore much with my OCD and nervousness. In a couple cases
the way the quantities are printed on the sticker sheet they're really hard to read. It offers you a nice backing for each
new sticker when you do that. It makes it so much easier and calming on your brain. So a few of the good pointed ones
may rip a bit.. On the 1st work two tears from the first eleven stickers. Like this series of books and the themes and
content are really fun and interesting. In the end they are usually hidden by various other stickers though. I especially
had a issue with this on the Beatles picture.. Needs sticker adjustments.. Appreciate these sticker books!.particular. I
work with teenagers which is by far among a common activities. It's perfect as the individual pages can either stay



static in the book or it is possible to tear the average person pages out to hand out. You need to be careful never to cut
your fingers! Five Stars super fun inside our office - much better than water coolers for sure! Five Stars best thing
invented Five Stars My 11 year outdated loves these plus they keep him extremely occupied, particularly when we are on
holiday. Five Stars Bought for grandchild who loves it. Very clever. Fun and easy Fun but can be frustrating, a few of the
stickers are not fully punched. HIGHLY recomended from me! Makes finishing it useless.
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